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INDY NEWS

If Coronavirus Were to Afflict Harvard
Would HUHS be prepared? Students weigh in perspectives on mitigation of coronavirus outbreak at
Harvard, which has coincided with the return to campus after winter break
By MARY JULIA KOCH

7

,379 miles lie between Cambridge,
Massachusetts and Wuhan, China,
the epicenter of the 2019 Novel
Coronavirus outbreak. Despite this distance,
more than 350,000 Chinese students are
pursuing higher education in the United
States and 10,000 American students are
enrolled in academic programs in China,
according to Reuters. The sheer number of
students—many of whom travelled home
over winter break—renders colleges a
possible incubator for a rampant outbreak
of the coronavirus in the United States,
especially given the close proximity of
dorm living. Harvard is no exception. In the
eyes of our students, how real is the threat of
catching the coronavirus on campus?
Experts say not to worry. This past
Saturday, the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health confirmed one case of the
coronavirus in Massachusetts: a student
at University of Massachusetts, Boston
who had recently returned from Wuhan.
Dr. Stanly Perlamn, an immunologist and
microbiologist at the University of Iowa,
reported to Reuters that the flu may pose a
higher risk than coronavirus. “Right now,
anybody going to a movie theatre in Boston
has virtually zero chance of coming across
someone who has this infection,” Perlamn
says. “More likely, it’ll be someone who has
the flu.”
Harvard students, however, are not all
reassured by this low risk of infection. While
some believe that the university’s attempts
to prevent a potential outbreak are sufficient,
others argue that Harvard University Health
Services (HUHS) must take more stringent
measures to ensure students’ health and
wellbeing on campus.
“I think the steps Harvard has taken to
this point seem rudimentary, almost as if
the virus were not being taken seriously.
Students who have recently been to China
should be screened by HUHS and not left to
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interpret their own health,” one student
says. Yao Yin ‘23, who travelled home
to Shenzhen, China over break, agrees
that “more serious measures should
be taken by the college to prevent any
chance that it might spread on campus.”
Yao says that no one she knows has
been infected by the virus, but her
family members who recently visited
Wuhan are voluntarily quarantined in
their homes.
In their first email to the student
body concerning the coronavirus,
HUHS addressed students who recently
returned from China and particularly
the Wuhan area: “If you develop
respiratory symptoms or fever within
14 days of travel, call HUHS or your
personal healthcare provider for phone
consultation.” Yao expresses confusion
towards what the University meant by
a “phone consultation.” “If a student is
feeling ill, that might be caused by the
virus [and] they should be immediately
quarantined,” she says.
But how can HUHS be prudent without
overstating risk? Charlie Brown ‘23
commends the University for “keeping the
whole community well updated, giving us
all advice on taking various precautions,
while also keeping us informed about the
development of the outbreak on a national
scale.” While returning to Boston from his
trip home to Hong Kong over break, Charlie
did not undergo any screening or testing for
the coronavirus, but he says that Hong Kong
is one of the leaders in disease control and
prevention due to the 2003 SARS outbreak.
Having lived through a viral outbreak
as a child, he recognizes the importance
of alleviating any paranoia about the
coronavirus: “Harvard hasn’t created the
feeling of widespread panic…unlike what is
conveyed through the media.”
Panic,

however,

might

already

be

Natalie Sicher '21

swelling around campus. “One student told
me that he holds his breath when walking
past asian tourists in the yard or square,” a
first-year student shared. Frances Hisgen ‘21
fears that “the disease may fuel an already
existing undercurrent of hostility towards
Chinese visitors to Harvard…I'm hoping
that people don't get hysterical or suspicious
about Harvard affiliates who have links to
China, or start freaking out about catching a
virus from the groups of Chinese tourists in
the square or other people who are speaking
Mandarin in and around Harvard.”
Frances deems HUHS’ guidelines for
Harvard students returning from China and
for the rest of the community as perfectly
adequate, and that excessive fears are
unfounded given America’s strong health
care system: “Unlike in many parts of China,
for instance, the hospitals and health clinics
in the United States have well established
systems of isolation and supportive care
harvardindependent.com
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If Coronavirus Were to Afflict Harvard,
continued.
that should make an impact on combating
the lethality of the disease.” Rather than
worrying about when the disease will hit
our community, she says that “we should
be focusing on assisting communities that
are already suffering from coronavirus:
donating masks or other medical supplies,
for instance, to hard hit areas where supply
chains are stretched.”

Another student, meanwhile, believes
that alarmist attitudes on campus may be
justified: “it makes total sense that people
would be wary of spending time with
anyone who has recently been to China, and
it also makes sense that most people who
went to China over break are of Chinese
descent.” They say that such fears do not
exemplify racism, but rather an awareness
of the reality that certain members of
the community possess a greater risk of
carrying a dangerous disease. “If there were
a new virus to spring up in France, I’m sure
students would be skeptical of spending
time with students who were recently in
France, including French students.”

since January 19th to fill out a health form.
“In this way, the demands for form-filling
are not solely coming from the potentially
othering university administration, but from
organizations that by their very nature have
more intimate relationships with the student
and faculty bodies.”
Daniel also mentions the fact that
Universities require students to receive
vaccinations in order to attend university.
Harvard should, in his opinion, “employ this
precedent as a mandate for this circumstance,
changing the language of ‘should’ fill out
this form to ‘must’.”
He hopes that implementing these
approaches would weaken any antiChinese
sentiment
stemming
from
coronavirus concerns, so that “those with
the unacceptable tendency to turn towards

discrimination when feeling threatened feel
less so.” Importantly, he emphasizes that
“the burden to reduce the threatened feeling
of these individuals is not on the group
discriminated against, those discriminating
should themselves shift their behavior.”
While the coronavirus epidemic grows,
the 7,379 miles between Cambridge and
Wuhan seems to shrink. Student perspectives
vary on whether the interventions of HUHS
and University have so far been sufficient.
Nevertheless, in the coming days, attention
will be drawn toward the continued response
of HUHS and the University should the
coronavirus escalate.
Mary Julia Koch ‘23 (mkoch@college.
harvard.edu) writes news for the Indy.

Evidently, students are divided on
Harvard’s handling of a potential campus
outbreak and the level to which it threatens
the community. So how can HUHS
maximize its efficacy in guiding students
through this epidemic while mitigating any
paranoia on campus?
Daniel Blunt ‘23 offers a suggestion.
“Some at the university have a relationship
with the administration that is somewhat
othering and adversarial,” he says, citing
the Ethnic Studies demonstrations and the
Graduate Student Union strikes. Given the
nature of this relationship, Daniel believes
the University should seek the support
of Chinese student and faculty groups on
campus to address students from affected
areas. This outreach would have been
beneficial in HUHS’ most recent email,
which urged all Harvard affiliates currently
in China or who have returned from China
Natalie Sicher '21
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INDY Free
NEWS
Renty

I

n these past couple of weeks, it is
very likely that you have become
passingly familiar with the phrase,
“Free Renty.” Perhaps you saw it in the subject line in one of the many emails flooding
inboxes at the start of this semester or recently heard students discussing it in passing.
This phrase refers to an ongoing legal battle
between Harvard University and a woman named Tamara Lanier over daguerreotypes, photographs taken on a silvered pieces of metal,
of an enslaved man named Renty Taylor and
his daughter Delia Taylor. Lanier says she is
a descendant of Taylor and has requested that
these images be returned to her. This Tuesday,
February 4th, the Generational African American Students Association in partnership with
the Harvard Coalition to Free Renty held a
discussion about the social reparations related to these images. This pertinent issue raises
important, if uncomfortable, questions about
how institutions like Harvard should address
the legacies of the more sordid portions of
their past.
The history of these images begins in the
early 19th century with the Swiss scientist
Louis Agassiz. Agassiz was born to a local
pastor in western Switzerland in 1807. He
attended universities in Switzerland and Germany, and by 1830 he had attained doctorates
in both philosophy and medicine. Over the
next decade and a half, he became extremely
active in the European scientific community.
His early work largely focused on the taxonomic classification of fossilized fish specimen. He quickly established a reputation as
an up-and-coming scientist. In 1837, he became the first person to propose that the Earth
had undergone an Ice Age in the distant past
and produced strong geological evidence regarding the movement of glaciers to support
his claim. As a result of his work, he was an
eminent presence in the fields of biology and
geography by 1940.
His fame and impressive body of
research helped him receive a grant from the
King of Prussia to conduct geological research
in North America, and so he moved his work
to the United States. Within a year, he became
The Harvard
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Forgotten in the attic for 103 years, artifacts from Harvard’s sordid past open
a discussion on its responsibility to social reparations
By CHIDAMBARAM "CID" THILLAIRAJAH
a lecturer at the Lawrence Scientific School,
now the Harvard John A. Paulson School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences, and was
soon officially made a Professor of Zoology
and Geology. He would go on to found Harvard’s Museum of Comparative Zoology,
where he would serve as director until his
eventual death in 1873.
Unfortunately, despite his generally
rigorous and well-respected research in other
fields, Agassiz was a firm believer in the theory
of polygenism, a strange and racist combination of creationism and more modern taxonomic practices. This theory argues that every
species and population was created separately and is endowed with inherently unequal
traits. The theory purports that the story of
Adam and Eve only describes the creation
of the white race, with all other races being
separate, lesser creations. This is of course
crazy, openly racist, old timey pseudoscience
and is unworthy of any discussion whatsoever as a scientific theory, but it critical to understanding how Agassiz wrongly viewed any
peoples and individuals that did not fall into
his narrow definition of white. He was of the
opinion that all people of color fundamentally
shared no common origin with him. There are
some truly chilling writings from his travels in
Brazil where he describes Indigenous peoples
as having the stout slow nature of orangutans
and people of African descent as having the
lanky elongated form of monkeys. He follows
these already offensive claims with an analysis of the “crossbreeding races,” discussing
mixes between Indigenous and African peoples can have beneficial effects while any intermingling between the white race and others
results in the loss of its best qualities. This
theory and Louis Agassiz work in particular
became center to many “scientific” explanations of white supremacy and was often used
as a justification for the supposed moral righteousness of the practice of slavery.
It was while “researching” this theory
at Harvard that Agassiz commissioned a series of daguerreotypes of naked slaves to exa-

mine the physical variations that supposedly
supported this theory. Among the slaves photographed were Renty and Delia Taylor. These images are deeply unsettling—they clearly
convey the sense that the subjects do not wish
to be viewed, let alone photographed, in this
way. These images were left to Harvard in
Agassiz’ will and were stored in the attic of
the Peabody Museum until they were rediscovered by chance in 1976. In 2019, Taylor’s
descendants sued for the return of the pictures
and unspecified damages. The plaintiff is claiming that the university has been unlawfully
profiting off of pictures taken forcefully and
without the subjects consent. As of now, over
forty of Agassiz descendants have come out
in support of the lawsuit and are encouraging
the university to turn the images over to the
plaintiff.
This case brings up difficult questions
regarding how museums and universities
should deal with unsavory and morally unjustifiable parts of their history. Over the past few
years, Harvard has started several initiatives
to acknowledge the role that slavery and the
industries built around it played a major role
in the university’s early days. Several small
plaques and memorials have been placed
around significant locations on campus. At
the same time, Harvard is proving reluctant to
relinquish the heirlooms of white supremacy
that still inhabit its collections. While acknowledging past wrongs is all well and good,
does the sentiment seem hollow if the institution will not let go of the tangible legacy of the
more ignoble parts of its history? This lawsuit
underscores the increasing discussions around
museums and academic institutions being obligated to return historical items to their rightful owners in order to redress wrongs that
occurred before living memory. It is becoming
increasingly clear that we need to free Renty if
we want to do better in the future than we did
in the past.
Chidambaram Thillairajah ‘21 (cthillairajah@
college.harvard.edu) writes News for the Indy.
harvardindependent.com
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FORUM
Shopping Week Personalities: Which One Are You?

The Indy has conducted an investigation on the shopping week personalities, and you
are likely to feel called out
By MIMI TARRANT '21

I

n December 2018, the Undergraduate Council voted to preserve shopping
week, a Harvard quirk as much as it is
a tradition. Everyone has their modus operandi
for this oddly-defined time. To navigate these
shopping week personalities, the Indy has curated your ultimate go-to survival guide.
***
The One Who Goes Out Every Night
For some, shopping week may not be about
shopping the classes, but instead shopping the
people. That’s right, a people’s shopping week.
Every night before classes actually start, there’s
always something happening on campus, driven by the drove of Harvard students who’ve decided that this semester may finally be the semester that ends their dry season. Rest assured,
it’ll be the same people every evening who turn
up to the more-than-disappointing dorm rooms
where alcohol was promised, where all that’s
left is half the bag of wine from the night before, so options for potential pairings are most
probably limited. Yet these conditions won’t
stop the hardy students who, in pursuit of their
cuff in time for Valentine’s season, will continue to dredge around campus, convincing themselves that they’re having a good time (when,
really, all they want to do is be in bed in time
for their 9am class the next morning).
The One Who Doesn’t Turn Up to Campus
An elusive group, who decide that they stand
above shopping week and all that it stands for.
A week long trip to London? Achievable. A
weekend stay in Wisconsin? Why not. Anywhere but Cambridge, MA, 02138? Ideal.
The One Who Has Done All of the
Readings
We all know those people with their laptop
out at lunch, on the second day of shopping
week, staring intently at their screens as they
pretend to eat. Don’t be fooled, as against popular belief they aren’t hiding behind their screen
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in an attempt to mask loneliness. Instead,
they’re actually three chapters into the second
book assigned for week nine of their Ethics &
Civics GENED. That’s right, never forget that
Harvard is actually a place filled with geeks.
Geeks who love to read. Geeks who love to get
ahead. We’re all a little like that at heart, so let's
just leave them to it.
The One Who Doesn’t Shop Anything
These are the people who live life on the
edge at Harvard: the type who cross Harvard
Square on a green light, or even dare to run into
Quincy dining hall during a Monday lunchtime
without swiping. About as adventurous as Harvard gets. These people ask us why we spend
our shopping week opening syllabi after syllabi, when we could be doing, well, nothing.
Those who don’t shop any classes in shopping
week live for the adrenaline when, midway
through week two of classes, they finally discover that the class they thought was a gem
in fact has five midterms and two finals. They
won’t be phased though, as these students are
of course the type of people who will always
get the inexplicably good grades, whilst the
rest of us struggle and wallow in self pity from
self-created, unnecessary Harvard stress. They
are the shining hope of a Harvard nonchalance
that (let’s be honest) is preserved for those who
know that their Dad’s job is waiting for them at
the end of the road.
The One Who Won’t Stop Talking About
the Lottery
Overheard, Science Center Plaza:
“I really want to get this class. Wait, no, I
need to take this class. I will literally die if I
don’t take this class. Do you think I should
email the professor about it - why don’t I say
that I won’t graduate unless I get into this class;
maybe they just won’t realise that I am only a
sophomore? That's right, I am going to email
them. I’ll email them now. I need this class.
I know the GENED system says that professors can’t put extra kids into their classes, but
who trusts the GENED system anyway. Like

Natalie Sicher '21

the GENED system saying its random - that's
obviously just not true. I need this class. Why
do they have the cap on 250 people taking each
class anyway? What does Harvard expect us to
do - actually take classes that require work? I
need this class. I honestly swear if freshman get
this class before me, that's it. I’ll leave. They
don’t value me anyway. I need this class. In
what way can learning about the Incas not be
life changing?”.
Enough said, not that anyone had time to get
a word in edgewise.
The One Who Is Always Lost
Never has Harvard’s campus seemed bigger
than in shopping week. Suddenly, psychology
concentrators find themselves in the depths of
the Museum of Comparative Zoology, while
biologists are in the basement of HarvardYenching Library desperately searching for
that one GENED class that they need in order
to graduate. We all know that Harvard students
are notoriously bad at anything that requires a
bit of common sense, such as simple navigation, and Harvard seems to have strategically
placed rooms in far-off places just for this very
reason. Be warned: it is a test. Don’t let Harvard win; study your Google Maps.
Mimi Tarrant ’21 (ameliatarrant@college.
harvard.edu) hopes that your shopping week was
worthwhile, however you chose to spend it!
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The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
The unexpected warm welcome upon arriving in London

By MICHAEL KIELSTRA
One of my earliest memories of travel is that
of a younger version of my father telling me
what HSBC stands for. The adverts have been
plastered on the airbridges at London Gatwick
and London Heathrow airports for years and
years, but I knew the letters only as a British
bank with which I had no business. (We were,
and are, a Barclays family.) As we walked past
the corporate logos, my father asked me if I
knew what they were, and told me that, when
the company was founded, it had been the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation.
It says a lot about my family that our airplane
small talk had become this esoteric. Already, air
travel was a major part of our lives, and “Look
at the big plane, children” had aged fast. If you
live in Britain and you want to get somewhere
warm, you fly, and you fly for three and a half
hours at a minimum. All of us had passports,
many of us had multiple citizenships, and the
weird nook in our basement was filled with
suitcases old and new. One of the earliest
things my parents bought for my siblings and
me was a matching set of orange roll-on cabin
bags. By the time I graduated high school, I
had been to the USA, to Canada, to Italy, to
Germany, to Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg, Iceland, and Scotland, although
that last one is still technically part of the UK.
I flew to the south of France on my own for a
Boy Scout camp when I was sixteen. In terms
of knowledge of flying, I beat out even the most
successful observational comedian.
All of this, however, centered around our
family home. We would go places for a week,
or a month or so in the summer, and we would
come back. We would always come back. The
rule was that we had to pick up our bedrooms
before we left, so that we could come home to
clean floors. Everything about our trips was
built with the return in mind.
Then I committed to Harvard. There were
a million pieces of paperwork, many of them
confusing, expensive, or, best of all, both, but
hidden quietly in the pile was my first oneway plane ticket. My mother flew out with me,
dropped me off, tearfully caught an Uber back
to Logan, and flew back alone. I was left with
a new residential address (Stoughton 8), the
beginning of a college career, and no planned
The Harvard
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flight to London.
My response was to lose myself in the
excitement of this new world. America was
newer, faster, and more exciting. People I didn’t
know said hello to me! I could buy toothpaste
at 3am! I could get rewards points for it just
the same as if I hadn’t forced some poor guy
to sell me toothpaste at 3am! The next time I
traveled, it was to spend Thanksgiving with my
grandparents in Illinois. Flying anywhere with
my family—which includes three different
nationalities and two younger siblings—is a
major logistical undertaking involving multiple
checked bags, a mental checklist of stuffed
animals, and stacks of passports that look like
something Jason Bourne would have in a safe
deposit box. That Thanksgiving, I bought a
ticket online, packed a bag, checked in with the
app, and was through the airport, completely
paperless, in under an hour. It felt fantastic. I
texted my mother as soon as I got off the plane
and asked her if this were what travel had felt
like before she had met my father. She said it
was.
A month later, I booked another flight. I
was coming home for Christmas, and then I
was going back to Harvard for the start of the
spring term. It was a perfectly routine return
transatlantic flight, but it was in the wrong
direction. I was not returning to Britain. I was
returning from Britain. When I planned travel
with my home in mind, I planned it around
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
I think that was the Christmas that my sister,
in an argument, looking around for insults
to throw at me, came up with “You’re so
American.”
I had big travel plans for that summer. I
was going to take a Greyhound or Amtrak to
New York and intern there for six weeks, then
a flight to Toronto for two months of research,
and then another flight direct from Toronto to
Boston. If things had gone according to plan, I
would have spent maybe four days, total, with
my family over that whole summer. I couldn’t
wait. It was going to be terrific.
As it happened, the internship fell through
for a whole host of reasons, only some of which
were my fault. There was only one place that

would take me for a six-week stretch right at
the beginning of the summer on short notice. I
booked another transatlantic flight.
At this point it would be all too easy to
say that spending those six weeks at home
reminded me of the place I had there, ensured
I would never again forget where I came from,
cemented “home” in my mind as being where
my parents were, and so on. Sadly, no. What
it did do was to teach me that spending time
with my family was not, at this point, a failing.
Caught up in the whirlwind of Harvard life,
with its endless focus on getting internships,
getting jobs, and traveling to faraway corporate
headquarters, it had become too easy to see a
return home as a default option, a backup, a gap
in the CV. When my internship was canceled,
I had emailed the Office of Career Services
saying that my research only lasted eight weeks
and asking if I should be looking for other oneor two-week placements to pad it out. They
had told me politely to relax, but, when stuck
at Harvard with nowhere to go, that was hard
to do. Back in Britain, away from the constant
talk of coffee chats and résumé drops, it was
much easier. I still hadn’t been able to define
where I lived, but at least I now remembered
that this wasn’t not it.
And so it was that I came to fly from London
to Toronto, spend two very happy months there,
and then hop back from Toronto to Boston in
time to start sophomore year: three cities, all
of which I have some sort of ties to, none of
which contain a place, or even a few square
miles, which I can unequivocally call home. (If
you’re wondering about Toronto, my father’s
family comes from there.) Be that as it may,
I don’t think I have to decide just yet. I have
places with people who care about me, places
for which just being there is a completely
reasonable use of my time. And if I ever do
want to come back to my family, I can pack a
bag and go, and the Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation will stand ready as always
to welcome me.
Michael Kielstra ’22 (pmkielstra@
college.harvard.edu) is comfortable being
uncomfortable in United economy.
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Knock or Not?

A case in negotiating with professors
By ANA LUIZA NICOLAE

Y

ou expected it all. The sweating, the shaking, perhaps even
the urge to flee. This is a highpressure situation. And any way you trip up
may have distorting consequences on that
A-clad image of your transcript come May.
Welcome to Ground 0, first week of classes
post-shopping week, and a true semester
looming ahead past the barrier of one interaction...
You have a meeting with a Professor
in one minute, and a very simple request
to make: a piece of guidance, sign-off on
course selection, petition to enroll in their
class, permission to miss a midterm for
your national tournament or big production.
We’ve all been there. Be it low stakes or
concentration-changing, those fateful oneon-one meetings with our Professors hold
the potential to change the course of our
lives at Harvard. But why are they always
so unsatisfying?
Why do we feel ill at ease in the presence
of those which we feel intimate enough to
share a sleeping space with: Thursday afternoon lecture? Why is their sweetness and
understanding disposition more discouraging than not to our comfortable presence in
their offices?
Well, it is simple enough. We are asked
to cross the crater of informality separating
us from them in one decisive step, notwithstanding the immense void of a commonality which inhabits its depths. It is no feeling
of inferiority that rings the bell of anxiety,
rather a sense that there is little to “connect
with’’ or “be open about’’ with Professors in
those prescripted spaces of their offices and
departmental hallways.
Sitting, but how again?, in front of them.
Somehow concurrently walking as they
head towards their next class, but how do
you talk when climbing stairs? Sharing
qualms about a concentration requirement,
8
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but why do they keep staring at the line of
Concentrators waiting outside for an advisory hold lift?
None of it is voluntary. Our thoughts are
racing and our words only express half our
desires. So, how can I be authentic when professors make me feel rushed, as if my pasty
words bogged down their precious worldimportant time? How can I feel less boring,
when they seem not to reflect that passion
which I hold for myriad menial things? Can
my words be good enough, when some just
seem to misunderstand my inchoate utterings?
All the while, whirling thoughts detract
from that which I have come to seek in the
first place: a best alternative to a negotiated
agreement. Perhaps negotiation isn’t the
best lens to perceive these human interactions, but it resembles most the reality of
what neither party willfully renders stressful
for the other.
So, let us imagine a Professor: the antagonist (despite their kind intentions). The
negotiation space: a foreign and august desk
across the room, or a shifting flurry of corridors and stairs. The difficulty in translating private intent: that immense rift between
your lived experience and theirs. The goal:
that expected informality which will lead
you to fully articulate what you came in for.
To blast that heavy cloud which reeks of
awkward interactions and unfulfilling conversations, let us unlock a few vents into
good practices for negotiation and clear the
airspace obscuring your fateful encounters
with advisers, TF’s, ADUS’ and Professors:
•

Minimum two parties. This means:
understand and respect the other. Professors do have a life. They are adults
whom we can learn to understand.
Their teaching is their way of life and
much about themselves, we already

know simply by listening to them
week in, week out.
•

Predetermined goals: make a list.
Just don’t forget what it is you came
in to talk about.

•

Expecting an outcome: brace yourself for the possibles and come ready
with contingency plans. Be quick to
assess what consequences a certain
outcome may have on your semester
and don’t let questions fly by without being asked. Professors may not
know how their suggestions can impact other spheres of your life.

•

Resolution and Cons: often times,
reality is more complicated than conceived. This involves work, which involves courage.

•

Parties willing to modify their positions: rest assured that even strongly
held positions can fracture or be bent.
This is true first for yourself, and then
for the Professor.

•

Parties should understand the purpose of negotiation: let it not escape
any party’s mind that the words imparted by Professors will at the very
least guide your experiential paradigms for the next three months.

Now, of course there are exceptions to
this scenario: the random coffee break, the
warmly decorated office with posh couches,
the really welcoming Professor. Just remember that there is always a way to feel more
at home when stepping into a Professor’s
space, especially when you are surprised
by an environment which purports a lack of
deferentiality, yet doesn’t achieve it for any
party.
Ana Luiza Nicolae ‘22 (analuiza_nicolae@college.harvard.edu) writes Forum for
the Indy.
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Mariachi Veritas de Harvard

A Faculty Dean’s reply to an email on the Lowell House listserv allows for a unique discovery
By GRAHAM WALTER

I

t is my personal initiative this semester
to explore the diverse area of arts at
Harvard, and, whether I am critiquing
a show, or highlighting the underbelly of
Harvard’s life, those communities all define
many people’s Harvard experience. It is
an honor to experience them, and I highly
recommend venturing into those communities
to experience Harvard in a new light.
I have begun getting to know the mariachi
community at Harvard through the Mariachi
Veritas de Harvard. This vibrant and diverse
musical group is comprised of thirteen
members, and they are already starting this
semester with their first performance this
Thursday, February 6th at 8:30 pm in Lowell
Lecture Hall. The band was a new discovery
to me when I saw Natalia Fuentes’ email in
the Lowell email list asking if anyone was
able to play the trumpet and would like to
join. After Lowell House Faculty Dean David
Laibson responded to her email, this bite-sized
community got on my radar. I got into contact
with Fuentes, and we had a conversation about
the history behind the music, the culture and,
of course, the band. Each is tied into the other,
so hearing her talk about bonding with other
members and bringing in her own background
was incredibly interesting.
Mariachi, for those who don’t know, is
derived from Mexico and is a genre of music
dating back to the 1700s. Typically, bands
have guitarróns, guitars, trumpets, violins,
and vocalists among other instruments not
typically found in American music culture.
The upbeat tempo and dramatic intonation
of each note are far from what’s heard in
most western style—that is, mariachi sounds
somewhat similar to the romantic era but
remains totally unique in its tonality. Their
iconic vestiges called trajes are almost as
essential to the band as any instrument. From
a cultural standpoint, reproducing the sound
and look is part of what makes mariachi “a
defining pillar of Mexican identity,” in the
words of Fuentes. From tone to style, to the
complete embodiment of what they represent,
Harvard Mariachi Veritas de Harvard achieves
this identity with an equally unique band. One
thing is for sure though: when they perform for
parties or concerts, they focus on maintaining
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one of the most essential aspects of mariachi:
the culture of Mexico.
As anyone who has experienced mariachi
may know, the whole experience “marries art,
culture, and humanity.” According to Fuentes,
who is a classically trained violinist but comes
from a Mexican heritage, there is nothing else
like mariachi; while classical music can be
moving and emotional, it doesn’t just “make
you want to dance.” On one hand, this feeling
is the result of its culture; scenes in which
mariachi is performed are in the celebration
of a cultural or social event, like parties or
festivals. Dancing manifests as a result of
surrounding standards where physically
dancing is encouraged. Mariachi has retained
its tonal influence from western culture,
even through globalization. When western
instruments were introduced, folk became
the prevailing type of music, away from the
influences in Europe at the time. Even today,
as pop music becomes ever more accessible
and dominant, mariachi still manages to create
unique tones through refreshing renditions of
otherwise over-repetitive popular music.
The style that Mariachi Veritas performs
in is rancheras, channeling musicians such as
Luis Miguel. The band’s diverse background
and blend of experience forces its song
selection to be equally as unique. Of the
approximately thirteen members, only about
half have Mexican heritage in their blood,
and about as the same number have never
played an instrument. However, with
experienced players such as Fuentes
or Anaí Morales (who has released an
album of her own), they have a fusion
style that ties in Mexican pop culture
and each of their own experiences.

The club’s diversity, although representing
Mexican identity, has allowed the band to
keep the culture of a typical mariachi band,
but also to “experiment with [their] concerts.”
This means that they’ve not been the most
traditional, but in their efforts to preserve the
culture, they have brought an enthusiasm for
mariachi that isn’t commonly found in New
England like it might be in parts of Texas,
California, or Mexico.
This upcoming spring, they will be playing
several concerts. Although not all venues
have been booked, be sure to check them out
tonight, at Cultural Rhythms, and at Palooza
during Visitas!
For Fuentes and for many others since the
club’s founding in 2001, the music and culture
have been very grounding. From practices to
parties, the team has grown very close to each
other, and it shows in their visible connection.
On a final note, my own experience with
mariachi has always been that the vibe makes
you feel happy. Having grown up in the middle
of West Texas where my high school was 80%
Hispanic, I experienced the culture every day,
and talking to Fuentes made me feel at home.
I look forward to their concert and hope to see
many more in the future.
Graham Walter ‘21 (grahamwalter@
college.harvard.edu) writes Arts for the Indy.

Coming
from
a
classical
background, Fuentes and many
others found memorizing their setlist
strange, but an unforeseen way to
bond with band members. “[Bonding]
through cues,” teaching freshman to
play instruments or different styles,
and figuring out how to get all the
equipment and people from venue to
venue has all been a “super unifying”
Permission to publish photo granted by Harvard Mariachi.
experience.
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Athletes' Village

Beginning in early January, the first students arrive back to campus,
and they’re not always thesis writers
By ELIZABETH GUMMER

M

any students filter in and out of
campus during Wintersession in
order to participate in a wide variety of programs hosted by the College. While
most undergrads streamed back onto campus in
the days leading up to the official start of spring
semester, January 27th, these select students
braved the Cambridge cold earlier than most.
Among these groups are select student athletes,
required by their teams to remain on campus to
practice and compete outside of the academic
term.
The majority of students never experience
Cambridge in January, a period of time commonly referred to as J-term. Without the hustle
and bustle of college students and thousands of
tourists, Cambridge offers an alternative lifestyle during J-term that many students don’t
experience.
The men’s wrestling team is among the few
teams that return before the new year even begins. Back December 27th after a short, eightday break, Pierce Bausano ‘22 reflected that,
despite having less time home than others, he
loves J-term. “It’s like summer camp—not
warm, but you get it. You practice hard and have
a lot of time to relax and be with your team, get
a start on summer opportunities, and plan your
courses.” Campus is quiet without students and
tourists, and so the athletes feel as if they “have
campus to [themselves].”

January 11th. Devlin explained that many teammates “liked having that flux period,” as “first
years and international students could have a
little more time at home before coming back.”
Everyone was required to be back by January
11th in order to attend the team banquet, held at
the Harvard Club of Boston.
Practices for the track team vary across different event groups, each group utilizing the indoor track at different times of the day. Devlin’s
group, the distance runners, “practiced at 10
am pretty much each day throughout J-term.”
Although practices are frequent, they are much
more relaxed without the demands of academics. After practice ends, the team heads to lunch.
Devlin recalled spending “a good amount of
time at lunch just socializing” before trying to
“get some summer research done in the afternoons.” Though Devlin likes J-term overall, as
it is an opportunity to “ease back into campus
life without a ton of people around and low
stress” along teammates and less intense prac-

tices, the runner acknowledges that J-term is
“always a bit daunting... knowing that school
will be starting.”
Alongside Devlin was Lorenzo Daniel ‘21,
another member of the track and field time.
Daniel is a part of the sprints, hurdles, and
jumps side of the team. While the long-distance
runners got started at practice early in the day,
Daniel reported that his group tended to practice in the early afternoon, heading “to the track
around 1:30 pm and returning at about 5:30 pm
following practice.” Weekends consist of competing and cheering on teammates. Coming into
championship season, Daniel is optimistic about
future competition, noting that “this is the best
the team has looked since [he has] been here”
and that “this is the closest [he has] felt to the
team.”
Both a dedicated athlete and student, Daniel
not only takes time outside of his packed training schedule to bond with his team, but utilizes

Bausano reasoned that practicing during Jterm is ideal as teammates have “an easier time
practicing and being in the moment with less on
their plate” without classes and other commitments. Aside from daily morning and afternoon
practices, the team eats meals and spontaneously ventures into Boston together, a luxury
the rigid schedule of the academic year does not
always afford. Bausano notes his favourite parts
of J-term are team movie nights and no lines at
the dining hall.
For Aislinn Devlin ‘21, a long-distance
runner on the track and field team, J-term is,
overall, “a good vibe.” The team can enjoy approximately three weeks away from campus,
returning any time between January 5th and
10
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Athletes' Village, continued.
the low stress period to “spend time working
on applications to different programs [he
is] interested in or just doing work on other
projects.” When Daniel isn’t busy at work,
to bond his team “eats meals together (both
in and outside of the hall), have game nights,
have movie nights, and have a Welcoming
Event to help bring the team closer as a group.”
Smaller groups break out to “go downtown
to shop or just watch whatever NBA game
is on that night.” Daniel appreciated the
freedom that comes with J-term, as well as
the “variability... spending time with friends
and teammates whereas during the year [he]
doesn't have that level of accessibility.”
In the experience of Maya Simkowitz
‘22, being back early for J-term didn’t
necessarily mean spending endless time at
Harvard despite a shortened winter break.
This differs from other sports that spend
the majority of their time back training on
Harvard campus, leaving only to compete
elsewhere. Simkowitz is a member of the
Harvard Ski Team. As such, Simkowitz
reflected on her sports uniqueness such that
“campus is pretty inconvenient for training”
since some of their training locations are
approximately two hours away. Though they
“reported back to campus on December 31st,
[the team] left the morning of January 1st
and spent a couple days skiing up north,”
returning to campus for a few days off. “The
majority of January was spent on what [the
team] calls “Jan Camp” where [they] leave
campus for about two weeks to train (in New
Hampshire and Vermont) and don’t return to
campus until after [their] first competition.”
During the semester, fitting practices
in with classes requires leaving campus
as early as 5:45 am some days in order to
return in time for noon classes. Thus, J-term
is a time where the skiers can focus solely
on their sport and their team, from weekly
team dinners to required workouts and lifts.
Simkowitz appreciated J-term as a time
where she is able to “hang with the teammate
without the stress and pressure of classes and
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the lack of distractions in general… we don’t
have to worry about academics as we begin
the college circuit but can rather just focus
on our bodies, performance, and equipment.”
Simkowitz also is grateful for J-term
building team cohesion, as they “spend so
much time together… bonding seamlessly
occurs.” On the long commutes in the
team van, teammates spend their time “just
bantering, listening to music, and playing
games.” For one teammate's birthday,
Simkowitz recalled that they “went and sang
karaoke as a team.”
Alyssa Panton ‘21 of the Crimson Dance
Team described campus as a completely
different experience compared to the
academic term. Panton and her team “only
have one focus in mind: the road to UDA
Nationals.” The team returned to campus on
January 9th in order to attend their annual
national boot camp. Practicing for nine hours
a day, split between two four and a half hour
practices, the team puts their shortened break
to good use. Practices in preparation for their
team’s championship typically include many
repetitions of their routine, running through
again and again to perfect the choreography.
In an attempt to perfect their routine, CDT
invites alumni, former coaches, and the
original choreographers to observe their
routine and offer their advice.
Outside of show time commitments, the
team continues to spend time together over
dinners, where, as Panton recalled, they
“bond, debrief about our progress from the
day’s work, and ice our muscles together.”
CDT also has a tradition called Ray of
Sunshine, where every team member gets
assigned another team member to be their
Ray of Sunshine. Panton describes the
importance of this tradition in keeping spirits
high during boot camp and the trip to UDA
Nationals. Rays of Sunshine keep each other’s
morale up by, as Panton describes, “get[ting]
one another coffee in the morning, text[ing]
each other funny memes, or buy[ing] each

Natalie Sicher '21

other their favorite snacks to brighten one
another’s day.”
Annika Bassey ‘22, a member of the
women’s tennis team, similarly enjoys the
ability to focus on team practice and bonding
without the distraction of classes or other
commitments. Back on campus by January
12th, the tennis team had a few weeks to
dial into their athletics. Between practice,
treatment, and more practice, the team had
commitments on and off the court from 9 am
until 4 pm most days. Despite busy schedules
Bassey noted the team typically “still all
hangout” even having the evenings off.
While campus during J-term may not
have the buzz that it has during the semester,
it offers athletes an opportunity to devote the
hours necessary to help their team succeed.
Though the Cambridge winter does have its
downsides, Harvard student athletes seem to
be making the best of it!
Elizabeth Gummer ‘21 (elizabethgummer@
college.harvard.edu) writes sports for the
Indy.
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